Vowel Fronting → Vowel Raising

Vowel Harmony

Vowel harmony is a long-distance phonological process. It is defined as the phonetic influence of one vowel on another. For example, the phonetic quality of being a high vowel (i.e. /i/ or /u/) may influence or ‘spread to’ a local non-high vowel. If vowel height is harmonized in a particular language, then we expect a non-high vowel to surface as a high vowel. The phonetic quality that spreads and the direction it spreads is language-specific. Some languages may exhibit only leftward spreading, while other languages may exhibit only rightward spreading, while still others may exhibit both.

In Arabic, it appears that the Eastern dialects of the pre-Islamic period exhibited some form of vowel harmony (Versteegh 1997). The examples in (1) illustrate the differences in pronunciation between the Eastern and Western dialects. The phonetic quality of /i/ is harmonized in the Eastern dialects but not the Western dialects.

(1) Eastern Western
bi’r br’r ‘camel’
minhim minhum ‘from them’

The bulk of the literature on vowel harmony in Arabic, however, analyzes the Palestinian dialect. Palestinian Arabic exhibits ‘rounding harmony’. This means that the phonetic quality of being a round vowel (i.e. /u/) is harmonized. The vowel system of Palestinian Arabic is controversial between a three- and a five-vowel system. The traditional generative view adopts the five-vowel system, illustrated in (2a) (Younes 1993), whereas others have adopted the three-vowel system, as in (2b) (Shahin, forthcoming), in accordance with the standard view of other dialects of Arabic. Because of the nature of rounding harmony in Palestinian Arabic, simply adopting the three vowel system (2b) is sufficient.

(2a) i ê ū ô
   â
(2b) i ū
   â

In Palestinian Arabic, if the root vowel has the phonetic quality of being round, then the quality of roundness spreads to other high vowels in the prefix (Kenstowicz 1981; Abu-Salim 1987; Yoshida 1993; Monahan 2002). This is illustrated in (3). Suffixes in Palestinian Arabic are immune to rounding harmony.

(3) /yi-drus/ [yúdrus] ‘he studies’
(3b) /ti-ktub/ [túktub] ‘she writes’
(3c) /ti-ktub-i/ [túktubi] ‘you [sg. fem.] write’

In (3), the root vowels are round, while the prefix vowels are high unrounded vowels. Therefore, the phonetic quality of roundness spreads to the prefix vowel in a regressive, or right-to-left, manner. Notice that the final vowel in (3c) is a constituent of the suffix and is, therefore, not subject to harmony.

Vowel harmony, however, is not limited to the verbal domain in Palestinian Arabic. It is also observable in the nominal domain, as in (4).

(4a) /furin/ [fúrun] ‘oven’
(4b) /uris/ [Úrus] ‘wedding’

An interesting fact of rounding harmony in Palestinian Arabic is that vowels left of the stressed syllable are not vulnerable to harmony, as in (5a) vs. (5b).

(5a) bitšûf ‘she sees’
(5b) tûktub ‘she writes’

The next examples of vowel harmony are from dialects of northern Yemen, as presented by Behnstedt (1985). Some lexical forms in the dialects of Yemen are differentiated between i-type and a-type verbs. This is illustrated in the harmony exhibited in the endings of the examples in (6), all of which are in the 3rd person singular feminine.
The examples in (6a) were recorded from the mideastern regions of the North Yemen dialect, whereas the examples in (6b) were recorded in the southwestern regions of the North Yemen dialect. Notice the difference in the endings between the a-type and i-type verbs. For example, in (6a), the ending for the a-type is -at, whereas the ending for the i-type is -it.

The final examples of vowel harmony discussed here are from the Bedouin dialects of the Northern Sinai littoral (de Jong 2000). The particular dialects presented are Balawiy Arabic, the dialect of Biliy; Rměšiy Arabic, the dialect of Rmělät; and Swěřkiy Arabic, the dialect of Sawārkah. The initial vowels of the morphological templates of the regular imperfect are either yaC,C,aC,, yuC,, or yiC,, iC,. The vowel of the imperfect prefix harmonizes with the root vowel. This is illustrated in (7).

Vowel harmony is not an uncommon process in various dialects of Arabic, and the examples are not limited to those presented here. The Palestinian facts, which are considerably well documented, exhibit both left and rightward spreading of the phonetic quality round. The vowel harmony demonstrated in the Yemen and Bedouin dialects appears to be the influence of all the phonetic qualities of the root vowel, and the spreading seems to be bidirectional. Although a productive phonological process, vowel harmony in Arabic does not appear to bear on semantic interpretation.
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